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Abstract 
 
The report describes an analysis considering a BWR postulated severe accident 
scenario during which the late vessel automatic depressurization brings the water 
below the level of the bottom core plate. The subsequent lack of ECCS leads to 
core heat up during which the control rods melt and the melt deposits on the core 
plate. At that point of time in the scenario, the core fuel bundles are still intact 
and the Zircaloy clad oxidation is about to start. The objective of the study is to 
provide the conditions of reflood into the hot core due to the level swell or a slug 
delivered from the lower head as the control rod melt drops into the water. These 
conditions are employed in the neutronic analysis with the RECRIT code to de-
termine if the core recriticality may be achieved. 
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Executive Summary 

 
The analysis performed in this study considered a BWR postulated severe accident scenario 
during which the late vessel automatic depressurization brings the water below the level of the 
bottom core plate. The subsequent lack of ECCS leads to core heat up during which the 
control rods melt and the melt deposits on the core plate. At that point of time in the scenario, 
the core fuel bundles are still intact and the Zircaloy clad oxidation is about to start. The 
objective of the study is to provide the conditions of reflood into the hot core due to the level 
swell or a slug delivered from the lower head as the control rod melt drops into the water. 
These conditions will be employed in the neutronic analysis with the RECRIT code to 
determine if the core recriticality may be achieved. 
 
The interaction of the control rod melt with the water in the lower head assumed: 

- a non-energetic melt-coolant interaction (MCI), and 
- an energetic MCI 

 
The analysis performed was based on very conservative assumptions and employed hand 
calculations and engineering judgement, based on many years of experimental and analysis-
development research. The following results were obtained: 
 
Non-Energetic MCI Reflooding Parameters 
 
Steam flow rate through the reactor core  = 8m/s. 
 
Void fraction of in-core coolant   = 30% 
 
Overall level swell (core reflood)   =0.33 m 
 
Energetic MCI Reflooding (Slug Penetration) Parameters 
 

• Slug entering the whole cross section area of core 
 

- RAPID PENETRATION 
Velocity of slug  = 60 m/sec 
Period of slug penetration = 7 ms 
Void fraction of slug   = 0% 
Total coolant volume in core = 1.5 m3 

Reflood height  ~0.4 m 
 

- SLOW PENETRATION 
Velocity of slug  = 20 m/sec 
Period of slug penetration = 20 ms 
Other parameters the same as above 
 

• Slug entering the peripheral half of the core cross sectional area 
 

- RAPID PENETRATION 
Velocity of slug penetration = 80 m/s 
Period of slug penetration = 10 ms      
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Void fraction of slug  = 0% 
Total coolant volume in core = 1.5 m3 
Reflood height   = 0.8 m 
 

- SLOW PENETRATION 
Velocity of slug penetration = 20 m/s 
Period of slug penetration = 40 ms 
Other parameters the same as above. 
 

A further study was made for the case when the severe accident had progressed further and 
corium melt would be available for entry into the water in the lower head. A steam explosion 
or a level swell for that point of time in the scenario was considered. However, it was argued 
that a large explosion is unlikely in the BWR lower head due to the presence of a forest of 
control rods. Additionally, a level swell or a slug of water would probably not have any easy 
access to the core because of the blockages formed. It was also argued that with the loss of 
corium from the core, the core would be highly subcritical. All of these conditions argue 
against the likelihood of a core recriticality. It is recommended, however, that if further 
confidence in the avoidance of criticality of the core (or of a reactivity initiated accident) is 
desired, mechanistic analysis of the steam explosion process in the BWR lower head, coupled 
with the formation of blockages at the core-plate and the subcriticality of the core due to 
corium removal should be performed. Such an analysis, however, will not be easily developed 
and performed. 
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The Possibility and the Effect of a Steam Explosion in the BWR 
Lower Head on Recriticality of a BWR Core 

 
1. Background 
 
The subject matter of this report is the assessment of the possibility of a reactivity induced 
accident (RIA) accompanying a conventional loss of heat removal scenario during a severe 
accident in a BWR. The scenario for such an event is postulated as follows: 
 
A series of initiating faults lead to the conditions in a BWR during which the automatic 
depressurization system (ADS) is activated but no water sources are available. Such a 
scenario, possible for a station black-out event, could lead to the so called ‘dry core’ condition 
in which the core water level has dropped below the core plate. The reactor has been 
scrammed, however, the residual and the decay heat cause the core to heat up sufficiently to 
cause Zircaloy clad oxidation. 
 
The first disruption of the core geometry occurs when the core temperatures reach ~1000°C 
and the cruciform control rods situated between each set of four rod bundles start liquefying, 
due to the formation of a eutectic between the B4C and the stainless steel [Hoffman]. The 
control rod melt accumulates on the core plate. The construction of the core plate on top of 
the control guide tube (CRGT) is such that the control rod melt would most likely drop into 
the housing of the CRGT, where it will not have enough water to cause a steam explosion. 
However, there are other possibilities, i.e. the drop of the control rod melt into the water in the 
lower head. This could occur in three different modes. (a) the control rod melt goes through 
the small openings around the rod bundles, into the lower head, or (b) the control rod melt 
eats through the Zircaloy shroud and the water entry orifice and drops into the lower head, or 
(c) the control rod melt accumulates on the core plate, heats up the plate to high enough 
temperatures so that the core plate suffers a creep failure and the accumulated control rod melt 
drops en-mass into the water contained in the lower head. During this time interval the core 
heat-up may have progressed to the melting of the Zircaloy clad however the UO2 pellets are 
intact in the core. The core bundles, at that point in time, are basically intact, except that they 
are at high temperature. 
 
The drop of the molten eutectic mixture of B4C and stainless steel into the water in the lower 
head may lead to a steam explosion. It may be postulated that either, (i) the steam explosion 
does not occur but the large and rapid steam generation leads to a level swell which enters the 
rod bundles at a certain velocity and to a certain level in the core or (ii) the steam explosion 
occurs, generating energy to drive a slug of water into the core bundles. Both of these 
postulated events may lead to an RIA, since the core is basically devoid of the B4C control 
rods, which were initially in the core when the scram was activated. The most reactive state 
for the core would be at the beginning-of-life for a core cycle. Clearly, in this scenario, 
although the core is in its most reactive state, the potential for steam explosion with the B4C-
steel melt is rather low, since (1) the melt mass is not large and (2) the melt temperatures may 
be below the steel melting temperature of 1400°C, i.e., there may be very low superheat. 
 
Another scenario may be of concern, which occurs later in the accident progression. In this 
scenario the core is devoid of the control rod material which may be on the core plate or in the 
lower head, after it dropped into water in an incoherent mode without creating substantial 
level swell or a steam explosion. The accident proceeds and in time a substantial 
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accumulation of the core melt occurs (melt pool) in the BWR core as it did in the TMI-2 
accident. The in-core melt pool may then drop into the lower head from the side of the core as 
it did in the TMI-2 accident or it could break through the blockage at bottom. This could also 
create either a level swell or a steam explosion generated water slug entry into the rod 
bundles. An RIA is possible also in this case, however, the reactivity addition has to 
overcome the reactivity loss due to the removal of UO2 and Zircaloy from the core. Clearly in 
this case the core is less reactive, however the potential for a steam explosion is higher due to 
the entry of a larger quantity of melt, at high superheat, into the water contained in the lower 
head. This scenario should be investigated to discover if there is a time-window when the core 
has not lost substantial amount of fuel and clad and a steam explosion induced water slug 
entry into the core can be postulated. Such a scenario is also possible for a PWR severe 
accident in which the silver-indium-cadmium control rods also melt early and their melt also 
accumulates in the lower regions of the core bundles, lodged between the core blockage and 
the water level. 
 
Steam explosion research has never considered modelling the lower head geometry of a BWR 
with its forest of CRGTs and instrumentation tubes. As mentioned above there are not large 
size bodies of water in between the CRGTs and any large diameter corium melt drop may not 
have enough water available to make a pre-mixture capable of propagating as a steam 
explosion. Currently, with a lack of database and analysis results, we can only take the path of 
highly conservative assumptions which may be highly unrealistic. 
 
2. Previous Studies 
 
The suspicions, that entry of a two phase mixture or a slug of water into the BWR core devoid 
of control rods may create a reactivity spike, led to three previous studies on this issue in 
Finland. 
 
Antilla (VTT, 1990) performed neutonic analysis for the TVO core without control rods and 
with water or two phase steam-water mixture addition. He found that for such a core, the solid 
water (void fraction 0%) level has to reach at least 0.4 m to pose a threat of promp-criticality. 
For a steam-water mixture with void fraction of 60%, the two phase mixture level has to reach 
1 meter for the threat of promp-criticality. 
 
Okkonen, Hyvarinen and Haule (1993) evaluated the recriticality potential for a 2200 MWt 
BWR due to an FCI in the lower head. Their analysis considered only non-energetic FCIs and 
the approach was that if there is a potential of prompt recriticality with non-energetic FCIs. 
Then there may be a greater potential with energetic FCIs. They chose a certain mass of melt, 
the heat transfer correlations and employed RELAP-5-Mod 2 to calculate the core reflood due 
to the penetration of two phase mixture into the core. The chosen melt mass was very large, 
i.e., 4-8 tonnes in a very well fragmented state (1mm particle size diameter). The energy 
delivered was 200 to 25 000 MW during 0.5 to 12 seconds. The steam produced generated a 
slug of water entering into the core which was sufficient to cause prompt criticality. The 
analysis was performed in one dimensional geometry and no blockages were considered at the 
core bundle inlet orifices. The core melt, degradation and melting delivery scenarios were 
ignored. We shall provide a critique of the Okkonen, Hyvarinen and Haule study later in this 
report. 
 
Recently study of the potential for recriticality for a BWR core devoid of control rods has 
been performed by Frid at al. in the SARA Project performed in the Fifth Framework program 
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of the European Union. This study was not concerned about the FCI process in the BWR 
lower head but instead with the process of core reflood during the early part of a postulated 
severe accident when the control rods have melted but the fuel rod bundles are intact. The 
ECCS water injected is cold and unborated and its entry from the core bottom was modelled 
to determine the potential for prompt criticality. Core reflood analysis was performed and it 
was calculated that for large rates of reflood > 500 Kg/sec, the potential for a super prompt 
criticality exists. The core criticality was terminated with the Doppler feed back, however, 
substantial energy was deposited in the fuel rods. Continuation of the reflood may lead to the 
core reaching an almost steady state power level of between 10 and 20% of the nominal 
power, which, if sustained, could lead to the boiling of the suppression (condensation) pool 
and containment pressurization. 
 
Recriticality studies of the BWR without control rods have been reported by Shamoun and 
witt (1994), Mosteller and Rahn (1991), Bandurski et.al. These studies showed that for (i) 
realistic reflood rates, (ii) void fractions of > 20% and (iii) retention of > 20% of control rod 
material in the core, prompt recriticality would not occur. Core power levels of ~10% may be 
achieved if reflood continues to fill the core. These analyses employed single rod and one-
dimensional geometry and three-dimensional effects were not treated. 
 
3. Objectives of the Present Study 
 
The main objectives of our study is to provide the initial conditions of reflood, into a hot 
(~1800 K), dry BWR core without control rods, from the lower head pushed in by: 

- a non energetic FCI and 
- an energetic FCI 

in order to evaluate the potential for prompt recriticality. The neutronic criticality calculations 
will be performed with the code RECRIT by VTT. The initial conditions of interest are the 
rate and void fraction of the reflood at core entrance. 
 
4. Evaluation Approach Employed  
 
We consider first the BWR dry core scenario and consider the time window when the 
temperature of the core is above ~1200°C, i.e. when the B4C-steel cruciform, control rods 
have melted, while the fuel rods are intact. We will consider the addition of control rod melt 
into the saturated water in the lower head to determine (a) the potential for a steam explosion 
and (b) the characteristics of the reflood, 
 
Second, we will consider the above scenario but assume that an energetic FCI occurs for 
certain fuel drop conditions, 
Third, we will further examine the parameters for the occurrence of an energetic FCI, 
 
Fourth, we will reexamine the assumptions employed by Okkonen et al. in their study for the 
potential of prompt recriticality and finally we will provide the initial conditions for the 
water-steam mixture reflood to the core for the non-energetic and energetic FCI cases. Most 
of the results provided are based on our engineering judgement and hand calculations. The 
BWR dry core scenario conditions calculated with the MELCOR code will be employed in 
our evaluations. 
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5. Initial Conditions 
 
5.1 MELCOR Calculations for BWR Dry Core Scenario 
 
A set of MELCOR 1.8.4 Code calculations were performed by Ilona Lindholm of VTT 
Energy in connection with the E.U.’s SARA Project and provided to us. The BWR scenario 
considered is that of Station black-out with successful depressurization leading to a dry core. 
The options employed in the core allowed the melting of the cruciform control rods. The core 
was divided into 5 radial rings with equal cross section area and 25 axial levels. The total 
masses in the each of the inner four rings of core region/radial rings were as follows: 
 
B4C    ~  252 Kg 
Steel   ~ 3000 Kg 
UO2 ~ 20500 Kg 
Zr   ~ 6700 Kg 
 
Risto Sairanen of VTT Energy recommended to us to employ the MELCOR output at the time 
of 4700 seconds when the B4C-steel control rods had melted and had settled on the core 
support plate. At that point in time in the core heat up process, except for the outer fifth radial 
ring, all the steel and B4C had been collected on the core support plate. The total 
accumulations available for relocation were B4C = 1131 Kg and steel = 13189 Kg. (See Table 
1, in which the support plate is node 4 and the active core extends from node 5 to 29). The 
temperatures of control rod materials at 4700 seconds in the radial rings varied from 1681K in 
the center ring to 1497K  in the outer radial ring (see Table 2). It should be noted that these 
temperatures are lower than the melting point of stainless steel. The calculated temperatures 
for the support plate at 4700 seconds vary from 1203K to 660K. The stainless steel material of 
the support plate can creep at 1203K, however, creep deformations to failure could occur only 
with applied pressures of 25 bars or higher. At 4700 seconds the weight of the control rod 
material deposited on the support plate is not sufficient to induce creep failure. Support plate 
temperatures have to rise much higher before the potential for creep failure could become 
significant. MELCOR calculated results at t = 4700 seconds for the component and coolant 
temperatures in the five rings are shown in Table 3. These are the average temperatures for 
the components, i.e. (UO2+ ZrO2+ Zr) in the core bundles contained in the five rings. The 
MELCOR predicted temperatures are still substantially below the Zircaloy melting 
temperature. Thus, at that point in time, the fuel rods are still intact, although at quite high 
temperature. The steam coolant is at the same temperature as the fuel rods although it should 
be at a somewhat lower temperature. 
 
5.2 VESSEL, CRGT and Fuel Bundle Geometries 
 
The geometries of the vessel, CRGT, control blade, fuel bundle and the associated locations 
and flow areas are important in determining the control rod melt and later the corium melt 
discharges to the water in the lower head. Fig. 1 shows the overall schematics of the vessel 
with the arrangement of control rods and the fuel assembly. Fig. 2 shows the schematic detail 
of the core plate, CRGT and the moderator (coolant) flow paths into the 4 fuel rod bundles 
which plug into the construction at the top of each CRGT. Fig. 3 provides further detail of the 
flow paths leading to each fuel bundle and the bypass flow in-between the neighbouring 
bundles. These 3 figures show the configurations for a General electric designed BWR. Figure 
4 shows the vessel, CRGT and the details of the lower head for the vessel in the TVO BWR 
designed by ASEA Atom (later ABB). The top view of the placement of the CRGTs and the 
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neutron flow detector nozzles is shown in Fig. 5; and Fig. 6 provides the details on the CRGT 
diameter and pitch in the vessel in meters. Figure 7 provides the flow areas around a control 
rod cruciform blade and for the coolant in a fuel bundle. From the drawings for the TVO 
vessel, we derive that there are 121 CRGTs, each located at the pitch of 30.75 cm with the 
CRGT outer diameter of 12.45 cm. In-between the four CRGTs, there is an instrument tube, 
located in the body of water, which has an area of 0.08 m2 and depth of ~3 meters, i.e. a 
volume of ~0.24 m3. The flow areas around each control rod is 0.006 m2, which provides the 
direct path for the control rod melt to enter the CRGT annulus in which it could freeze and 
block the channel. If freezing does not occur, the control rod melt could discharge into the 
lower head water through holes in the CRGT. 
 
The other pathway for the control rod melt flow is through the coolant orifice in the rod 
bundle whereby it can reach the water in the lower head. The flow area for this pathway is 
0.008 m2. However, the melt has to eat through the Zircaloy shroud around the fuel rods. 
 
Clearly, the BWR lower head geometry, populated with a forest of CRGTs is not as open as 
the geometry of the PWR lower head. Thus, it is not so conducive to the formation of an 
efficient pre-mixture, a precursory condition for propogation to a steam explosion. The 
CRGTs should also serve as heat sinks for any fragmented melt particles that touch them. 
 
6. Analysis for Core Reflood Characteristices due to Melt-Water  
    Interactions (MCI) 
 
As indicated in the evaluation approach,  this analysis will be based on engineering judgement 
and hand calculations using the initial conditions of melt accumulations and the geometry of 
the vessel. We will divide the analysis into the following tasks: 
 
Task 1: Control Rod Melt drop into lower head water without occurrence of a steam 

explosion 
Task 2:  Same as above, except a steam explosion is postulated to occur 
Task 3: Evaluation of other scenarios, which may lead to steam explosion and 

recriticality.  
 
The analysis and evaluations performed in each of these tasks are reported in the following 
paragraphs. It should be mentioned that we will be employing highly conservative 
assumptions. The Conclusions and Recommendations are provided in the final section of the 
report. 
 
6.1. Task 1 Control Rod Melt Drop into Lower Head Water without Occurrence of a 

Steam Explosion 
 
6.1.1 Evaluation Melt Configuration Prior to Release and the Melt Discharge Conditions 
 
We will first limit our considerations to a non-energetic interaction of the control rod melt 
with the water in the lower head of the BWR. For initial conditions we employ the 
accumulated control rod melt characteristics calculated by the MELCOR code shown in 
Tables 1 and 2. Approximately 1130 Kg of B4C and ~13000 Kg of steel melt are available for 
release to the lower head. Taking account of the densities of B4C of 2500 Kg/m3, of steel-B4C 
eutectic of 3800 Kg/m3, of steel of 7500 Kg/m3, approximately 2.1m3 of melt is available for 
release. The total area of the core plate is ~12m2, however the cruciform area is ~18%. Not all 
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the core plate will be uniformly loaded by the control rod melt. Thus, the height of the melt in 
the cruciform areas could be of the order of ~1m. Assuming that the water level is ~0.1 meters 
below the bottom of the core plate, an effective hydraulic head of ~1.6m could prevail for the 
flow of the control rod melt. This would provide a melt drop velocity of 5-6 m/sec, which will 
gradually diminish as the melt pool level on the core plate drops. 
 
The melt is ejected through a hole whose maximum size is determined by the cross section 
area of the cruciform and it is about 60 cm2. No hole ablation will take place since the melt 
temperature is lower than the melting point temperature of the structural steel. The melt 
discharge hole will most likely be located underneath the core central region where the melt 
temperature is the highest. This would be the most likely location for the melt flow, since the 
Zircaloy shroud on the rod bundle is still intact at t=4700 seconds. 
 
Considering the above analysis, we obtain that: 
 
The maximum flow rate for the melt into the CRGT will be 0.033 m3/sec. or about 200 
Kg/sec. 
 
This implies that the 14000 Kg of accumulated melt can be deposited to the lower head in > 
70 seconds. During this period the melt-water interaction process in the lower head will 
produce steam, whose upward flow will reduce the melt drop rate.  
 
This is a substantial relocation flow rate, of the similar order as considered by Theofanous and 
co-authors for the evaluation of the steam explosion loading of the lower head of the AP-600 
vessel. In this case, however, the low melt temperatures for its composition of steel and B4C 
are not very conducive for a steam explosion. 
 
The 14000 Kg of melt must have a crust at the bottom and top of the melt pool, for it to exist 
as melt, or for it to drop into the melt pool as a coherent mess. In the absence of a crust, the 
B4C and steel alloy would be dropping gradually as it arrives on the core plate. Thus, the 
assumption of a coherent drop of the control rod melt is highly conservative. 
 
6.1.2 Evaluation of Melt-Coolant Premixing and Core Reflooding 
 
The melt (steel and B4C) jet of ~9 cm diameter enters the water pool at 5-6 m/s. The break-up 
length can be estimated by Saito correlation, which results in 1.2 m. Since the melt relocation, 
most probably, is in the central region, a significant fraction of the jet will fragment into 
droplets. The situation is very similar to the FARO experiments for saturated water pool, 
which show the typical droplet size dp = 3-5 mm. The premixing zone (melt-coolant 
interactions) is about 1 m in diameter and goes down from the water surface to the pool 
bottom. The mixing volume of  approximately 3 m3 can be envisioned.  
 
The heat transfer from the melt to coolant can be evaluated from the radiative and the film-
boiling components. For emissivity of 0.45, the radiative heat flux is calculated to be 200 
kW/m2 for 1700 K, and the film boiling is 270 kW/m2. In sum, the heat removal is much less 
than the CHF value of 1MW/m2. Note that in the pool, the melt temperature cools down so the 
heat flux goes down to 300 kW/m2, i.e. essentially film boiling, since the temperature remains 
greater than the minimum film-boiling temperature.  
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The amount of melt in the mixing zone is evaluated to be M = 1200 kg, i.e. it takes effectively 
6 seconds for the melt to sediment in the pool. The heat removal rate is evaluated to be 
 
    Q = 6 q” M/(dp ρm)  ~120 MW 
 
The steam production rate is Q/hfg = 55 kg/s or 50 m3/s at 2 bar system pressure. This steam 
will vent through the core and the pump (making the pump to work like turbine). Through the 
core, it will go into the fuel channels and unblocked inter-channel spaces. Given the cross-
section area of the lower head is 15 m2, the steam velocity is 3.2 m/s. For the core region, the 
steam velocity will be about 8 m/s. 
 
Given the rate of energy supply to the pool by steel –B4C melt is 200 kg/s x 0.8 MJ/kg ~160 
MW, only 75% of this is extracted during the premixing phase. The rest is stored in the 
melt/debris accumulated on the lower head bottom. For steel latent heat (0.32 MJ/kg) and 
specific heat (0.4 kJ/kg.K), this 75% heat extraction indicates that the melt is solidified, and 
cools down from 1700 K to about 1000 K. 
 
From the FARO experiments, as well as from results of premixing analyses, it can be seen 
that the level swelling is about 0.5 to 1 m for small pool (FARO), and far less in the large-
diameter BWR lower head. In fact, given the premixing zone volume of 3-4 m3 with its 
effective void fraction of 50% the level swell in the core area (cross-sectional area of 12 m2) 
will be ~0.3 m.  
 
If the coolant level just prior to MCI is ~0.1 m below the core plate, then, the non-energetic 
MCIs will cause an in-core level-swelling. As the coolant enters the core, it will further 
vaporize due to intense heat removal upon rewetting (~1 MW/m2). Given the in-core void 
fraction typical for nucleate boiling (30%), the in-core level swelling could be ~0.33 m. 
 
As the water from the lower head goes through the core plate, it would cool the remaining 
control rod melt on the core plate and change the characteristics of the subsequent melt drop. 
It should be noted that the melt drop time of 70 seconds is a considerably long time and it 
would become much longer with the scenario as described and calculated above, due to the 
intense steam flow upwards from the water surface. 
 
The above scenario also assumes that there are no blockages of the holes in the core plate for 
bypass flow or of the orifices in the fuel bundles. 
 
Thus, for the non-energetic control rod melt-water interaction in the lower head of the 
BWR, the following conditions of the core reflood apply: 
 Steam flow through the reactor core   = 8m/sec 
 Void fraction of the in-core reflood coolant  = 30% 
 Overall core reflood swell level   =0.33 m 
 
These parameters should be employed for the BWR recriticality analysis with the RECRIT 
code in this NKS Project. It should be noted, that previous recriticality analysis performed by 
Anttila (1990) showed that a serious recriticality threat in a BWR core without control rods 
emerges only when the intact core is either filled with a water-steam mixture of 60% void 
fraction to a height of 1 meter or filled with saturated water to a height of 0.4 m. Thus, we do 
not expect that for the case of the non-energetic interaction of the fragmented control rod melt 
of ~1200 Kg, there should be a reactivity induced accident (RIA) due to recriticality of the 
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core. Of course, this has to be confirmed by the calculations performed with the RECRIT 
code. 
 
6.2. Task 2: Control Rod Melt Drop into Lower Head with the Occurrence of a Steam  
                      Explosion 
 
In this section we will postulate that the control rod melt which is primarily steel, would 
undergo energetic MCI. It should be recognised again that the initial conditions for the control 
rod melt are not conducive to an energetic steam explosion due to very low superheat of the 
melt. Nevertheless we will postulate that a steam explosion would occur. 
 
We will deal with 200 kg/s of metallic melt delivered to the water pool. The physical picture 
of premixing was analyzed in section 6.1. In this section, we consider a steam explosion in the 
lower plenum. To maximize the impact of a steam explosion, we assume that the explosion 
was triggered after the first melt already reached the water pool bottom (e.g., triggered by 
coolant entrapped in the melt). This way, a substantial melt amount has accumulated in the 
premixture. With the initial jet velocity of the order of 5 m/s, and considering the reduction in 
the melt velocity in water, the melt reaches the pool bottom within 2 s, leaving about 400 kg 
of melt in the premixture. Since the water is saturated, a highly voided premixture is expected, 
which reduces the explosion energetics very significantly. In fact, taking a highly 
conservative conversion ratio of 15% of a thermal energy of 320 MJ (0.8MJ/kg molten steel 
relative to water saturation temperature), the mechanical energy of 48 MJ could be released in 
the explosion.  
 
Due to the explosion venting, no significant water amount would be pushed upwards by the 
explosion at the very location of the premixture. Instead, the explosion may cause the water 
pool to slosh, pushing the pool coolant to penetrate into the core. Note however that the water 
is of very low compressibility, so the process is essentially isochoric. More precisely, the 
coolant pool’s volume shrinks due to the high pressure generated in the explosion, which  
causes the steam in the premixing zone to condense.  
 
A maximum volume that could form a “slug” is estimated to be of the same volume as that of 
the premixing zone Vmix. Our assessment shows that Vmix for an in-vessel MCI from a single-
jet situation can be conservatively bounded to Vmix = 3 m3. Given the core fuel bundle cross-
sectional area of 7.2 m2 and the lower plenum area of 15 m2, about half of Vmix (i.e.1.5 m3) 
may be pushed into the core through un-blocked pathways (in the fuel channels). The time 
scale for shock wave propagation and collapse of the premixing zone (L~ 3 m, D~ 1m) is 
L/cmixture = 3 m/150 (m/s) = 7..20 ms. For the cross-sectional area of about 4 m2 (2/3 volume is 
coolant and 1/3 are filled by the fuel elements) the slug penetrates into the core with a velocity 
of 20..60 m/s during a period of 7..20 ms, raising the water level to about 0.4 m. This volume 
will stay in the core even when the pool dynamics would favor liquid re-collection into the 
lower plenum. The reason is that the liquid receding now is resisted by evaporation, and not 
anymore driven by the pressure wave as during the steam explosion that formed the slug in 
the first place. 
 
Given the CHF in the hot (previously unwetted) core region is 1 MW/m2, the linear heat flux 
on the fuel element is 35 kW/m, or 14 kW for the 0.4 m length. For each fuel element, the 
amount of added water is 36 g, which would evaporate within 5 s under the 14 kW heat input.  
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It should be noted that during rapid quenching and for a short time period, a higher than 
1MW/m2 heat removal rate is possible, which would further increase the evaporation rate. 
More importantly, a rapid evaporation may cause rapid/explosive pressurization that could 
mechanically destruct the lower core region. This process however is much delayed than the 
recriticality process and hence has no direct influence on the recriticality analysis. 
  
Another equally-probable scenario of slug penetration is when the pool sloshing is 
asymmetric and the slug penetrates only a half of the core’s cross-sectional area. The slug 
penetration parameters that can be used as coolant conditions for the recriticality analysis are 
listed below.  Uncertainties in steam explosion assessment in complex geometries of the core 
and lower plenum necessitate a large  range for these parameters.  
 
Slug Penetration in the whole core cross-sectional area (rapid and slow penetrations) 

Velocity of slug penetration:   60 m/s  (20 m/s) 
Period of the slug penetration: 7 ms     (20 ms) 
Void fraction of the slug:         0% 
Total coolant volume in core:  1.5 m3 

 Reflooding height:                    0.8 m 
 
Slug Penetration in only ½ of core cross-sectional area 

Velocity of slug penetration:   20...80 m/s 
Period of the slug penetration: 10 ms 
Void fraction of the slug:         0% 
Total coolant volume in core:  1.5 m3 

 Reflooding height:                    0.8 m 
 
6.3 Task 3: Evaluation of Scenarios Which May Lead to Recriticality 
 
In this Task we would like to speculate and consider scenarios which might have a potential 
to provide critical conditions in the core. We will exclude the scenario examined and analysed 
in the EU’s SARA Projects of the cold ECCS water injection to an essentially intact core, 
except for the melt-down of the control rods. We think that the SARA Project scenario is 
perhaps the most credible for recriticality, since (a) at that point in time during the severe 
accident, the core will be in its most critical state if water is added and (b) the ECCS water 
could be added as a core spray or through the downcomer and (c) the ECCS water is highly 
subcooled. 
 
We have seen in Sections 6.1 that assuming that all the control rod melt drops into water, and 
that 75% of its heat content is delivered to the water, does not provide a “sufficiently large 
level swell”, which might lead to core recriticality, although this has yet to be confirmed with 
the calculations with the RECRIT code, currently being performed by J. Miettinen at VTT. 
Also in Section 6.2, even though the control rod-melt does not have sufficient superheat, we 
assumed that the melt would fragment, form a premixture, which leads to a steam explosion. 
The effect of the resulting addition of a two phase mixture to core, on the core criticality will 
be calculated with the RECRIT code. The assumptions made in Section 6.2, however, are 
highly unrealistic and the potential for obtaining a steam explosion and the resulting two 
phase mixture injection into the core is of very low probability. The control rod melt is not 
large or hot enough to pose a serious threat for steam explosion. 
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We mentioned in Section 1 (Background) that there may be a time window during the 
progression of the core melting in its original configuration, in which there is a greater  
potential for a larger level swell and a more energetic steam explosion. Clearly, the core heat-
up is proceeding further after the melt-down of the control rods, and later in time, the Zircaloy 
clad the fuel pellets and the Zircaloy shroud of the fuel bundle will melt and accumulate on 
the core plate. The core plates heats up further and it is possible that it may fail and a larger 
quantity of melt may drop into the water contained in the lower head. However, it should be 
noted that the corium exit of the fuel and the Zircaloy from the core reduces its criticality 
considerably. There is a greater potential for a large swelling of the lower plenum water and a 
large probability of a steam explosion and the resulting addition of a water slug into the core 
region. However, it should be noted that the corium exit of the fuel and the Zircaloy from the 
core reduces its criticality considerably. 
 
This is essentially what was considered in the original STUK study (Okkonen et al. 1993). 
That study assumed that 4-8 tonnes of melt in a very well fragmented state (1 mm size 
particles) would deliver from 200-25000 MW for production of steam during an energy 
release and transfer period of 0.5 to 12 seconds. The resulting slug filled the core with water 
within a second at ~600 Kg/m3. This, coupled with the assumption an intact core, denuded of 
control rods, of course, produced a reactivity spike. 
 
The Okkonen analysis made very conservative assumptions, on the melt delivery to the water 
in the lower head, its fragmentation and the resulting steam production rate. Certainly, with 
the steam production, which during its upward flow will deter the downward flow of melt, it 
would take much much longer to deliver the melt to the water than the maximum of 12 
seconds assumed. The fragmentation and the particle size assumed are also contrary to the 
FARO data, which shows larger size particles and formations of a cake which settles at the 
bottom without transferring much of its heat to the water. Thus, the assumptions made in 
arriving at the water delivery rate to the core in the STUK study are very unrealistic and the 
quantity and rate of water addition would be much much smaller. 
 
Another assumption made in the STUK study is that the core has all its fuel bundles intact and 
in place, and that the control rods are absent is also highly unrealistic for the calculation in 
which a large quantity of corium is added to water. Moving the UO2 from its most critical 
location in the core into a melt pool at the core plate reduces the core reactivity substantially. 
In a relatively radially-flat power BWR core, the UO2 melting in the interior 80% of the core 
would be quite coherent and the assumption of a relatively intact core with injection of several 
tonnes of corium melt into the lower head is inconsistent. We believe that it is inconsistent to 
assume that the core is in a sufficiently reactive state to achieve recriticality after the UO2 
melting process has progressed. 
 
The injection of corium melt into the water could lead to a steam explosion. In particular, if a 
substantial amount of unoxidized Zr is present in the corium melt, the fragmentation could 
lead to finer particles. Although no energetics have been observed in the FARO tests, the  
recently TRIO tests in Korea have shown measurable energetic steam explosion. Thus, the 
occurrence of steam explosion con not be excluded, however the observed conversion ratios 
are in the range of 1% or less. 
 
The KROTOS, FARO and the TRIO experiments have all been performed in an open vessel, 
approximately simulating the geometry of the lower head of a PWR. The BWR lower head, in 
contrast, contains a forest of control rod guide and instrumentations tubes (see Fig. 5). The 
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control rod guide tubes are located ~300 mm apart and in between two control rod guide tube 
there is generally an instrumentation tube. Thus, there is not much space available for a large 
volume premixture formation. The premixtures formed could lead to small-scale steam 
explosions and one can envision a few small explosions, each having relatively small energy 
release.  
 
Another issue in the core melt scenario is that of the accessability of any water or two phase  
swell or slug formed in the lower head to the interior of the molten or damaged core in its 
original confines. It is most probable that the core melt would have formed blockages or thick 
crust at its lower boundary and may not allow the entry into core of the water swell or slug 
coming from the lower head. This would be the case in both of the core melt relocation 
scenario, i.e. (1) the core melt enters the lower head from somewhere in the middle of the core 
plate or (2) it enters the lower head from the side as it did in the TMI-2 core melt-down 
accident- The inability of water or two phase flow mixture to be in the vicinity of the core 
melt to provide the required moderation of neutrons will preclude core recriticality. 
 
The inability of corium melt and water to co-exist without making steam, which is a very poor 
moderator, and the inability of maintaining close contact of small quantities of corium(UO2)  
with water as designed in the original geometry of the core, leads us to conclude that 
achieving recriticality after substantial melting of the core fuel bundles is highly unlikely. We 
believe that the time window for recriticality is when the core fuel rods are in their original 
state, possibly hot, but not molten and that the control rods are gone. This is the state of the 
core considered in Tasks 1 and 2. In that state, the injection of water into the core due to level 
swell or steam explosion, caused by the relocation of control rod melt into the lower head may 
lead to recriticality. Even in this state, a coherent reflood will be difficult to achieve and the 
reflood, producing much steam will engulf the core in steam, which is not a very effective 
neutron moderation agent. After that time window, when the fuel melting starts and corium 
melt is available for relocation, larger level swells or steam explosion-induced water slugs 
will either not have access to the core due to the blockages at its bottom boundary, or if an 
access can be found, the mixing of water and corium melt will lead to corium fragmentation 
and dispersal or the formation of a corium melt zone surrounded by water, which is not an 
effective geometry for recriticality. The TMI-2 accident has provided this evidence. 
 
We believe that an analysis of the recriticality potential should include a determination of the 
core subcriticality in its damaged state, as predicted by a code like MELCOR. It should 
consider the core configuration after UO2 melting has started and as the core geometry 
changes and as corium relocation occurs. The subcriticality caused by these changes should 
be estimated by a neutronics code. Also, the amount of water or two phase mixture needed to 
bring the core back to recriticality should be calculated. This will provide a reasonable 
estimate if time windows exist, after fuel pin damage and UO2 relocation has started when it 
may be possible to bring the core back to critical. Such an analysis will complement the 
analysis performed by Antilla for a core in its original configuration, except for the loss of 
control rods. 
 
7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
The study described in the preceeding pages comes to the conclusion that the most likely time 
window for a recriticality of the BWR core during a postulated core melt accident is when the 
control rod melt is deposited on the core bottom plate and the core fuel bundles are intact and 
in place. The recriticality can occur by addition of water or a two phase mixture to core by 
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either (a) ECCS injection of cold unborated water or (b) a level swell or a slug of water 
injected from the lower head when the control rod melt drops into the water of the lower head. 
 
The potential of recriticality due to ECCS injection has been investigated in the EU’s SARA 
Project, while the analysis conducted in this study is concerned with the core reflood 
characteristics due to interaction of the control rod melt with the lower head water. 
 
The reflood characteristics were derived for the cases of (i) non energetic and (ii) energetic 
MCI. It was found that the core reflood due to non-energetic interactions would most 
probably not lead to recriticality, while that due to energetic interactions might. Both of these 
conclusions have to be confirmed by calculations performed with the RECRIT code. 
 
Other scenarios for recriticality due to water addition from the lower head resulting from 
subsequent MCIs were examined. Larger additions of water (or two phase mixtures) into the 
core without control rods are feasible later in the core-melt scenarios, when large amounts of 
the very high temperature corium melt may drop into the lower head. It is, however, argued 
that with the redistribution of the fuel in the core and/or the drop of fuel into the lower head, 
the core would become highly subcritical and may not become critical by addition of limited 
quantities of water or two phase mixture. There are additional limiting factors, e.g. (i) the 
difficulty in access of the water or two phase mixture to the core due to blockages at the core 
plate, or higher in the cores and (ii) the difficulty in obtaining the appropriate water/UO2 atom 
ratios and geometry for criticality. The most probable configuration would be that of a 
particulate bed or a corium pool surrounded by water, which are not efficient geometries for 
criticality. We believe achieving recriticality is highly unlikely after core has melted and melt 
has collected at core plate. 
 
It is recommended that further work on this topic should include (a) further definition of the 
scenario, (b) appropriate description of the core blockages and the melt drop scenario, (c) 
appropriate description of the melt water interaction process in the lower head of the BWR 
and (d) analysis of core subcriticality due to the core melting process. 
 
The item (c) should be described mechanistically providing quantification of (i) premixture 
volume, while accounting for the forest of the control rod guide tubes in the lower head, (ii) 
explosion or non-explosion induced pool sloshing and the liquid push-away velocity at the 
free surface level and (iii) the actual level swell or slug penetration into the core while taking 
into account the core plate, fuel element and blockage configurations. 
 
The item (d) should include neutronic analysis of the core subcriticality consistent with the 
configuration of the core, i.e. the core geometrical configuration accounting for the movement 
of the control rod material and of fuel, consistent with that calculated from a code like 
MELCOR. This analysis should provide the magnitude of the water addition to the core which 
would make the core critical. 
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